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Abstract A set of six convection-permitting (CP) domain configurations were 7

implemented to perform 72-hour long simulations of three extreme precipitation 8

events over Southeastern South America (SESA). The goal of the study is to 9

determine the most adequate configuration for reproducing not only the rainfall 10

evolution and intensity, but also the synoptic triggering mechanisms that led to 11

these extreme events, taking into account the trade-off between model performance 12

and computational cost. This study assesses the impact of 1) the horizontal res- 13

olution in the CP domain, 2) the horizontal resolution of the driver domain, 3) 14

the size of both CP and driver domains and 4) the nesting strategy (one-step ver- 15

sus two-step nesting). Each simulation was performed with the Weather Research 16

and Forecasting model driven by the ERA-Interim reanalysis. For each event and 17
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domain configuration, a 6-member physics ensemble is built, making a total of 3618

simulations for each event. No significant differences were found between the 4 km19

and 2.4 km CP ensembles. Increasing the horizontal resolution of the driver do-20

main from 20 km to 12 km introduced only subtle differences. Increasing the size21

of the CP domain improved significantly the model performance, mainly because22

of better resolved topography and, hence, better resolved synoptic environment.23

The results in this study reveal that the one-step nesting CP ensemble at 4 km24

horizontal resolution covering an area of 21◦x29◦ (lat-lon) arises as the optimal25

domain configuration to simulate extreme precipitation events over SESA.26

Keywords extreme rainfall · convection-permitting modeling · Southeastern27

South America · domain configuration28
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1 Introduction 44

Southeastern South America (SESA) hosts some of the most extreme convective 45

storms of the planet (Zipser et al, 2006), accounting for more than 70% of the 46

total extended summer precipitation in the region (Rasmussen et al, 2016). This 47

certainly makes extreme precipitation events of critical relevance, not only be- 48

cause of the high vulnerability of the population and the socio-economic activities 49

(Vörösmarty et al, 2013), but also given that extreme precipitation has been in- 50

creasing in frequency and intensity during the last decades (Penalba and Robledo, 51

2010; Cerón et al, 2020; Olmo et al, 2020). Additionally, the frequency and inten- 52

sity of these events are expected to continue increasing in response to the future 53

global warming, as revealed in several studies based on either global climate mod- 54

els (GCMs) or regional climate models (RCMs) (Chou et al, 2014; Blazquez and 55

Solman, 2020). 56

Though several studies have demonstrated the added value of RCMs in repro- 57

ducing regional scale phenomena and precipitation-related features over several 58

areas of the world (Torma et al 2015 for Europe; Falco et al 2019 and Solman 59

and Blazquez 2019 for South America, among others), RCMs are still deficient in 60

reproducing extreme precipitation features mostly related with the limitations of 61

the convective schemes (Prein et al, 2015). Particularly over SESA, RCMs have 62

deficiencies in reproducing the intensity of extreme rainfall events and the exten- 63

sion of the region where the most intense events occur (e.g. Solman et al, 2013; 64
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Solman, 2016; Solman and Blazquez, 2019; Olmo and Bettolli, 2021, among oth-65

ers). Hence, there is an urgent need for implementing new modelling strategies to66

improve the capability of reproducing one of the most important climatic features67

in the region.68

Advances in computational development allowed the implementation of models69

operating at convection-permitting (CP) resolutions, of the order of a few kilome-70

ters (Prein et al, 2015, 2020b, and references therein). Several studies showed71

that CP models (CPMs) outperform coarser RCMs in terms of their capacity in72

capturing the diurnal cycle of convective summer precipitation, the intensity of73

extreme precipitation events and orography-triggered convection (Matsudo et al,74

2015; Prein et al, 2013; Mahoney et al, 2012; Kendon et al, 2012). In early stages,75

these simulations were developed in the framework of the numerical weather pre-76

diction, in which simulations were performed for a few days covering the devel-77

opment of a specific event (e.g. Mahoney et al, 2012). More recently, CP climatic78

simulations covering a decade or more have been performed over different regions79

within Europe (e.g. Ban et al, 2020; Berthou et al, 2020; Kendon et al, 2012) and80

North America (e.g. Prein et al, 2020a). These studies highlight the benefits of81

CPMs in representing extreme precipitation features. CPMs have also been used82

to explore how extreme rainfall may change under future warming scenarios (e.g.83

Kendon et al, 2014, 2016; Fosser et al, 2016; Ban et al, 2015; Rasmussen et al, 2020)84

showing that these models project larger increases in extreme rainfall compared85

with coarser models. Due to the high computational cost of CP climatic simula-86

tions, most CP modelling exercises have been largely based on a single modelling87

approach. Only recently a coordinated effort based on decade-long multi-CP model88

simulations started to emerge mostly for domains over Europe (e.g. Coppola et al,89

2020; Ban et al, 2021; Pichelli et al, 2021).90

Given the computational demand for performing ensemble simulations for a91

decade or more with CPMs, studies based on multiple CPMs simulating shorter92

periods, centered on single extreme precipitation events or on a single rainy season,93
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also emerged over several regions of the world, including Europe, North America, 94

Asia and Africa (e.g. Pall et al, 2017; Hibino et al, 2018; Coppola et al, 2020; Li 95

et al, 2019, 2018; Yang et al, 2017; Matsui et al, 2020). For South America, there 96

are only some preliminary studies, (e.g. Lav́ın Gullón et al, 2021; Bettolli et al, 97

2021; Solman et al, 2021), that highlight the benefits of CP models in capturing 98

the main features of individual extreme events and their synoptic forcings. The 99

studies by Lav́ın Gullón et al (2021) and Bettolli et al (2021) arose as a collabora- 100

tive effort in the context of a CORDEX Flagship pilot study (https://cordex.org/) 101

which produced a 6 month-length simulation performed with two CP RCMs, al- 102

lowing for exploring model uncertainty in capturing selected extreme events, while 103

Solman et al (2021) assessed the quality of a single model operating at CP res- 104

olution in capturing the main features of a collection of extreme precipitation 105

events in a single event approach. The domain of CP simulations in these studies 106

spanned roughly 12◦x12◦ degrees with approximately 350 x 350 grid points and 107

were performed in a two-step nesting approach, with the CPM operating at 4km 108

resolution, nested into a 20km-resolution domain. The results arising from these 109

experiments showed that though the CP domain covered a large part of the re- 110

gion where extreme events developed, several events fell too close to the lateral 111

boundaries, suggesting that a larger CPM domain may be more adequate. Further- 112

more, the two-step nesting approach introduced some deviations in the low-level 113

circulation as a result of convective processes occurring close to the boundaries 114

of the CP domain, modulating the main synoptic drivers of the events developing 115

within the CPM domain. As discussed in Brisson et al (2015) both the nesting 116

strategy and the domain size represent two key elements in the design of CPM 117

simulations, with important consequences in both the quality and the computa- 118

tional cost of the simulations. Though studies assessing the sensitivity of CPM 119

simulations to domain size are quite a few, it is recommended that the domain 120

size should be large enough to allow for a spatial spin-up of barely 150km (Brisson 121

et al, 2015). However, an exceedingly large domain can generate deviations from 122
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the lateral boundary conditions (LBC) and have undesired effects in the outflow123

boundary (Prein et al, 2015). Moreover, given the control of the synoptic drivers124

on the development of organized convection in SESA (Lav́ın Gullón et al, 2021;125

Solman et al, 2021, among others), the domain size in CPMs in the region should126

be large enough so that the forcing mechanisms driving to the occurrence of ex-127

treme rainfall events, often modulated by topographic features, are included in the128

domain.129

The nesting strategy is another important source of model uncertainty and130

impacts on the computational cost of a CPM simulation as well. Most of the131

studies based on CPM simulations are performed using either three-step nesting132

in a telescoping mode (e.g. Fosser et al, 2014), two-step nesting (e.g. Ban et al,133

2021) or one-step nesting in which the CPM is driven by the reanalysis (e.g.134

Berthou et al 2020 for an European domain; Yun et al 2020 for a domain centered135

in eastern China; Liu et al 2017 for a domain over North America, among others).136

As discussed in Brisson et al (2015) multiple nestings may deteriorate the quality137

of a CPM simulation. On the other hand, in a one-step nesting approach, the138

resolution jump between the model providing the initial and lateral boundary139

conditions and the CP model impacts on the spatial spin-up, i.e, the distance140

from the boundaries of the CP domain that should be discarded (Matte and Lucas-141

Picher, 2017). Therefore, a sensitivity analysis to the nesting configuration needs142

to be performed to find the optimum CPM configuration for the SESA region.143

Finally, the horizontal resolution in the CPM simulations is another key aspect144

to consider. CPM simulations operate at km-scale resolutions, from 4km (the upper145

limit for convection permitting simulations) to roughly 2km. However, the benefits146

of higher resolution in the CPM simulations are not fully explored. Considering147

that the choice of the spatial resolution also impacts on the computational cost of148

a simulation, a sensitivity analysis of the extent to which higher resolution implies149

better model performance needs to be tackled.150
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A careful design of CPM simulations, including the domain location, domain151

size, the spatial resolution and the nesting strategy should be considered to iden- 152

tify the optimal model configuration that allows, on one hand, capturing the ex- 153

treme precipitation events of a given region and the mechanisms that contribute 154

to trigger, develop and sustain the deep moist organized convection and, on the 155

other hand, accounting for the tradeoff with computational costs. The experimen- 156

tal design described below will allow answering specific questions such as: Does 157

the resolution of the driving model matters? Is there any significant improvement 158

when increasing the resolution of the CPM simulations? Does the nesting strat- 159

egy affect the quality of the CPM simulation? Does the domain size of the CPM 160

simulation have an impact on the ability of capturing the evolution of an extreme 161

event? 162

The goal of this study is identifying the optimal modelling strategy for perform- 163

ing computationally feasible CPM simulations able to represent the main features 164

of the extreme precipitation in SESA. Given the key forcing mechanisms leading 165

to the formation of organized convection and subsequent extreme precipitation 166

over SESA, including the northerly wind channeled by the Andes favoring mois- 167

ture and heat flux together with a midlevel trough located over the Andes and an 168

upper level jet stream with its associated upper level divergence (Rasmussen and 169

Houze, 2016, and references therein), it is important to explore the extent to which 170

including these forcing mechanisms within the CPM domain translate in a good 171

representation of extreme events. With this aim, a series of short-term simulations 172

have been performed with the WRF RCM (version 3.9.1; Skamarock et al, 2008) 173

for a variety of domain sizes, horizontal resolutions and nesting strategies for a 174

set of individual extreme precipitation events registered in SESA. The individ- 175

ual event approach (Solman et al, 2021) allows for exploring the capability of the 176

model in capturing the event but also exploring if the model is able to capture the 177

corresponding triggering mechanisms. Identifying a CPM set up with a good per- 178
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formance and with the lowest computational cost is needed before starting longer179

term simulations in the region.180

The manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2 the datasets used for model181

validation together with the description of the model used, the experiment design182

and the metrics defined to assess model performance are described. In section 3183

the results of the capability of the model in reproducing the selected events for184

the variety of model configurations and nesting strategies is described. The focus185

of the evaluation is on the main features of the extreme rainfall event and the186

synoptic forcing mechanisms. Finally, in section 4 a summary of the main results187

and a discussion is presented.188

2 Data and methods189

2.1 Datasets for validation190

For precipitation validation, three satellite precipitation estimates are used: the191

NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center Morphing Technique bias-corrected product192

(Joyce et al, 2004, CMORPH), the Global Precipitation Measurement Mission In-193

tegrated Multisatellite Retrievals calibrated precipitation Level-3 Final Run (Huff-194

man et al, 2019, IMERG) and the Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble Precipitation195

V2.1 estimate dataset (MSWEP) described in Beck et al (2018). These datasets196

are based on integrating different types of satellite and ground station data. Some197

studies using CMORPH over SESA have reported wet biases in both extreme and198

weak precipitation (e.g. Salio et al, 2014; Matsudo et al, 2015; Demaria et al, 2011).199

Similar biases as those found for CMORPH were found for IMERG data by Cui200

et al (2019) but in assessing rainfall associated with mesoscale convective systems201

(MCSs) over the great plains in the USA. MSWEP merges gauge, satellite and 202

reanalysis products and has been shown it has a good performance in monthly 203

and seasonal scales over several regions of the world (Beck et al, 2017). Table 1 204

lists information on the spatial and temporal resolution of the selected datasets. 205
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Dataset Temporal resolution (hs) Spatial resolution

CMORPH 0.5 0.0727◦

IMERG 0.5 0.1◦

MSWEP 3 0.1◦

Table 1 Datasets used for the evaluation of the extreme precipitation events.

The ERA-Interim reanalysis at 0.75◦x0.75◦ spatial resolution (Dee et al, 2011) 206

dataset was used to provide the initial and lateral boundary conditions for the 207

simulations described in Sect. 2.3. For evaluating the model performance in terms 208

of the triggering circulation patterns for individual extreme precipitation events, 209

both the ERA-Interim reanalysis and the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al, 2020) 210

were used. ERA5 was included in the evaluation in order to compare the modelled 211

circulation features against a reanalysis dataset operating at higher resolution 212

(roughly 31 km) and with better performance, compared with driving ERA-Interim 213

reanalysis (Hersbach et al, 2019). 214

2.2 Event selection 215

Daily rainfall data from the gridded Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) 216

3B42 V7 (Huffman et al, 2011) dataset for the period 2000 to 2017 was used to 217

identify the extreme rainfall events. First, the 95th percentile of rainy days (rain- 218

fall above 1 mm/day) was computed for every grid point within the SESA region. 219

Extreme precipitation at a given day is defined when precipitation is above the 220

95th percentile at a given grid point and at adjacent grid points within a region 221

of 1.25◦x1.25◦ size. These criteria allowed identifying extreme events with a min- 222

imum spatial extension accounting for organized convection in the region. After 223

applying these criteria, three extreme events were selected. A detailed description 224

of the events can be found in section 3.1. 225
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Member 1 2 3 4 5 6

MP WDM6 WDM6 WDM6 WDM6 WSM6 WDM6
Cumulus KF KF KF KF GF KF
PBL MJY YSU YSU MYNN3 MYNN3 MYNN3
ShCu - - GRIMS - GRIMS GRIMS
LW Rad Dudhia Dudhia Dudhia Dudhia Dudhia Dudhia
SW Rad RRTM RRTM RRTM RRTM RRTM RRTM
SfcLay ETA S Rev. MM5 Rev. MM5 ETA S ETA S ETA S
Land UNOAH UNOAH UNOAH UNOAH UNOAH UNOAH

Table 2 Selection of physics schemes used for each member of the physics ensemble. Cu-
mulus parameterization in the CP domains is turned off. Acronyms used: MP : Microphysics
scheme, PBL: Planet boundary layer scheme, ShCu: Shallow cumulus scheme, LW Rad/SW
Rad : Lonwave and Shortwave radiation scheme, SfcLay: Surface Layer scheme, Land : Land
Surface scheme. WDM6/WSM6: Lim and Hong (2010); KF: Kain (2004); GF: Grell and Freitas
(2014); MJY: Janjic (1994); YSU: Hong et al (2006); MYNN3: Nakanishi and Niino (2009);
GRIMS: Hong and Jang (2018); Dudhia: Dudhia (1989); RRTM: Mlawer et al (1997); ETA S:
Janjic (2002); Rev MM5: Jimenez et al (2012); UNOAH: Tewari et al (2016).

2.3 The WRF model and experimental design 226

The Weather Research and Forecast model (WRF; Skamarock et al, 2008) version 227

3.9.1 was used in this study to perform short-term (72-hour) simulations for the 228

selected extreme events. For each event, the model was initialized at 00 UTC of 229

the day before the occurrence of the extreme event, being the first 6 hours of the230

simulations considered as spin-up time and, therefore, discarded for the analysis.231

Both initial and lateral boundary conditions (LBC) were provided by the 0.75◦232

horizontal resolution ERA-Interim reanalysis. All simulations were performed with233

39 vertical levels. The relaxation zone at the boundaries has an extension of around234

0.75◦.235

For each event and for each model configuration, a physics ensemble was built236

to account for model uncertainty. The members of the physics ensemble differ237

mainly in the cumulus, microphysics, planetary boundary layer and shallow convec-238

tion parameterizations. The physics ensemble comprises 6 members, as described239

in Table 2. The analysis of the CPM simulations described below is based on the240

physics ensemble mean.241
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DR CP

∆x
no. of
pts

Lon range
Lat range

∆x
no. of
pts

Lon range
Lat range

Name

52192
76◦W , 46◦W
43◦S , 19◦S

2.4 km 300696
66◦W , 53◦W
37◦S , 25◦S

CP1-2.4(12)
D1 12 km

” ” 4 km 103648 ” CP1-4(12)

12 km 154280
87◦W , 37◦W
47◦S , 7◦S

4 km 279220
77◦W , 52◦W
39◦S , 23◦S

CP2-4(12)

20 km 55404 ” 4 km ” ” CP2-4(20)D2
- - - 4 km ” ” CP2-4

D3 - - - 4 km 426960
77◦W , 48◦W
36◦S , 15◦S

CP3-4

Table 3 Summary of the experimental set-up including the domain name, the horizontal
resolution (∆x), the number of gridpoints (no. of pts), the spatial coverage and the name of
the CP simulations. DR denotes the driving domain and CP denotes the convection-permitting
domain.

The three selected events were simulated using a set of different domain con-242

figurations, including different nesting strategies (two-steps nesting vs one-step243

nesting), different domain sizes for both the two domains in the two-step nesting244

approach and the single domain for the one-step nesting approach, and different245

spatial resolutions (including the spatial resolution of the outer domain in the246

two-step nesting approach and the CPM domain). This experimental setup in-247

cludes three domain sizes referred to as D1, D2 and D3. For each domain size,248

the two-step nesting includes the outer domain driven by the reanalysis, referred249

to as the driving domain (DR) which provides the lateral boundary conditions to250

a smaller domain at convection-permitting resolution (CP), corresponding to the251

CP domain. Accordingly, the difference in the physics choices between DR and CP252

domains is that the convective scheme is switched on or off, respectively. Figure 1253

shows the driving and the convection-permitting-resolution domains for the three254

domain sizes and Table 3 summarizes the description of the simulations. Consid-255

ering all combinations displayed in Tables 1 and 3, a total of 36 simulations have256

been performed for each individual event, with 6 ensemble members for 6 different257

model set-ups.258

Simulations performed at D1 include the DR1 domain with a horizontal reso-259

lution of 12 km (roughly 50K grid points) and the CP1 domain at two horizontal260

resolutions: 2.4 km (roughly 300K grid points) and 4km (roughly 100K grid points),261
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Fig. 1 Domain configurations of the WRF 3.9.1 simulations. Blue, orange and red squares
indicate domains D1, D2 and D3, respectively. Dashed lines indicate the driving domain (DR)
in the two-step nesting approach. Solid lines indicate the domain of the convection – permitting
(CP) simulations

respectively. These CP simulations allow exploring to which extent the horizon-262

tal resolution of the CP domain matters. The CP1 simulations cover an area of263

approximately 13◦x12◦ (longitude - latitude). Simulations performed at D2 differ264

from D1 in the size of the domain and also in the nesting strategy. For the two-265

step nesting configuration, not only the DR2 domain extends over a much broader266

area compared with DR1 allowing for a better representation of the large scale267

forcings entering the CP domain, but the western boundary of the CP2 simulation268

is located off the coast of Chile and hence, allowing for a proper interaction be-269
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tween the inflow at that boundary and the complex Andes topography. Moreover,270

the CP2 domain includes the Sierras de Córdoba over central Argentina where271

convection usually starts (Rasmussen et al, 2016). Given the dominant role of the272

Andes in modulating the westerly flow and given the control that the Sierras de273

Córdoba exert on the triggering mechanisms for convective processes to initiate,274

this domain configuration allows exploring the relevance of including the main275

topographic features controlling the mechanisms associated with the occurrence276

of organized convection in SESA. The CP2 domain is implemented only at 4 km 277

horizontal resolution, with roughly 280K grid points and covers an area of ap- 278

proximately 25◦x16◦. In order to explore the impact of the horizontal resolution 279

in the two-step nesting configuration, DR2 was implemented at two horizontal 280

resolutions, 12 km and 20 km, corresponding to barely 150K and 55K grid points. 281

Additionally, one of the physics ensembles performed in the CP2 domain is driven 282

directly by the ERA-Interim reanalysis, hereafter referred to as the one-step nest- 283

ing configuration. This experiment is designed to explore the nesting strategy, i.e. 284

two-step vs. one-step nesting. This last set up also rises the issue of the spatial 285

spin-up, since the resolution rate between the model providing the lateral bound- 286

ary conditions (LBC) and the CP domain is close to 18 and hence, a large number 287

of grid points close to the boundaries needs to be discarded to avoid introducing 288

noise due to the resolution jump. 289

Finally, D3 is configured in a one-step nesting approach, similarly as one of 290

the experiments in the D2 set up, but with a larger domain, spanning 29◦x21◦. 291

The aim of exploring this domain is to enlarge the CP domain in order to capture 292

not only the extreme events but also the circulation driving the evolution of the 293

events. Note that the CP3 domain is not only larger than the CP2 configured in 294

the one-step nesting approach, but its northern boundary is located up to 15◦S, 295

allowing for better capturing the low-level northerly moisture flow -a key ingredient 296

to develop deep convection. 297
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The experimental set up described above is also framed considering the trade- 298

offs between domain configuration, including domain size, resolution and nesting 299

strategy, and computational costs. It is also worth recalling that the larger the 300

number of nesting steps the more the computational cost of the simulations. 301

2.4 Metrics and Analysis 302

The focus of this study is on evaluating the extent to which different model configu- 303

rations capture extreme precipitation events together with their triggering forcing 304

mechanisms. Hence, the analysis is centered on the main features of three precip-305

itation events in terms of their intensity, location and temporal evolution and on306

the low-level circulation patterns, namely, the meridional component of the wind307

and the geopotential field at 850hPa. Given the dominant role of the moisture flux308

convergence on the development of the extreme events over SESA (Lav́ın Gullón309

et al, 2021; Solman et al, 2021), the vertically integrated moisture flux for each of310

the selected events has also been evaluated. The analysis is focused on the low-311

level circulation since it is at the lower levels of the atmosphere where the regional312

forcings associated with topographical features may have the largest impact.313

The skill of the models in representing the precipitation events is assessed with314

the Fractional Skill Score (FSS; Roberts and Lean, 2008). The FSS is a metric315

based on a neighborhood approach that measures how the simulation skill varies316

with the spatial scale at which simulations and observations are being compared.317

The FSS compares the observed and modeled fraction of grid points with precipi-318

tation above a certain threshold within a running square domain of varying size,319

ranging from a single grid cell to twice the size of the simulation domain. The320

FSS ranges from 0 to 1, being 1 a perfect skill. Roberts and Lean (2008) defined a321

critical FSS that indicates the minimum value of FSS that should be reached for a322

skilfull prediction. The FSS is generally monotonically increasing with the spatial323

scale, hence, the smaller the scale at which the FSS equals the skilfull scale, the324
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better the model performance, indicating that the model is able to capture the325

fractional precipitation occurring at smaller scales.326

In order to account for the timing and intensity of the precipitation events, the327

FSS was calculated for each member of the ensemble against every observational328

dataset every 3 hours during the whole event. The minimum spatial scale at which329

the model is skillful is computed at each timestep. The precipitation threshold se-330

lected for the calculations of the FSS is the 95th spatial percentile of the observed331

3-hourly precipitation. Therefore, for each event, each ensemble member and each 332

observational dataset, the minimum spatial scale was computed, and the distribu- 333

tion of the minimum skillful scale for every set of CPM simulation is represented 334

in a box-plot. 335

Due to the FSS compares observed and simulated precipitation, every simu- 336

lation and observational dataset was bilinearly interpolated onto a common grid 337

of 0.1◦x0.1◦. This resolution corresponds to the lowest resolution among the ob- 338

servational datasets. This interpolation implies an upscaling of the CPM simula- 339

tions and, therefore, an apparent loss in high resolution information but it is still 340

expected that high resolution information is transferred into the upscaled lower 341

resolution domain (Torma et al, 2015; Fantini et al, 2018). This interpolation was 342

also applied to adequately compare the synoptic and precipitation fields between 343

the simulations and the datasets. 344

3 Results 345

In what follows an overview of the selected extreme precipitation events is pre- 346

sented. Then, the performance of the ensemble mean CPM simulations correspond- 347

ing to the 6 model configurations (listed in Table 2) is assessed for each event in 348

terms of their capability in reproducing the spatial distribution of the maximum 349

3-hourly accumulated precipitation, the temporal evolution of the 3-hourly accu- 350

mulated precipitation during the onset, mature stage, and decay together with the 351

associated circulation features. 352
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Case1 Case2 Case3
2005-03-12 2015-11-10 2016-10-24

CMORPH IMERG MSWEP CMORPH IMERG MSWEP CMORPH IMERG MSWEP

P90 74 70 69 59 36 34 54 47 38
P95 124 105 112 86 70 51 75 72 52
P99 213 158 143 111 122 70 110 116 72
A+50 26.4 22.4 20 18.8 11.3 7.8 16.5 13.2 8.1

Table 4 Summary of the daily precipitation features of the selected individual events for
each precipitation dataset. The three middle rows depict the spatial percentiles of the daily
precipitation corresponding to the 90th, 95th and 99th (mm/day) and the bottom row displays
the approximate extension of the area (x104km2) where the daily precipitation is above 50
mm/day.

3.1 Description of the selected events353

Table 4 lists the dates of the selected extreme events together with some specific354

features, such as extreme spatial percentiles of the daily precipitation and the area355

covered with precipitation above 50 mm/day as depicted by each of the datasets356

listed in Table 1. Case 1, occurring on March 12th, 2005, is the most intense event357

as denoted by the spatial 99th percentile of the daily rainfall ranging between 143358

mm/day to 213 mm/day, depending on the dataset. Inspection of the 3-hourly pre-359

cipitation of all datasets (not shown) revealed that the event initiated at around360

18 UTC on March 11th east of the Andes Mountain range, progressed eastwards361

reaching the peak precipitation at 06 UTC on March 12th and further propagating362

northeastward while acquiring a northeast-southwest band shape. This is the typ-363

ical behavior of MCS in SESA according to the literature (Rasmussen and Houze,364

2016; Matsudo and Salio, 2011; Romatschke and Houze, 2013). Figure 2 shows 365

the 3-hourly peak precipitation for the Case 1 event. Satellite estimates (Fig. 2 a, 366

d and g) display two maximums, with the largest peak rainfall ranging from 45 367

mm to above 100 mm centered on 31◦S 61◦W and a secondary peak located to 368

the northwest. The discrepancies among datasets in terms of the intensity of the 369

peaks are remarkable. 370

Case 2 started at 18 UTC on November 9th 2015, progressed eastwards reaching 371

the peak precipitation at 06 UTC on November 10th over northeastern Argentina 372

close to the border with Brazil and propagated further eastward during its decline 373
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Fig. 2 Maximum 3-hourly precipitation for Case 1 (mm). Left panels (a, d, g) display the
observational datasets. Central and right panels display the ensemble mean of CPM simulations
listed in Table 3.

(not shown). The spatial 99th percentile of the daily rainfall during the day of 374

maximum rainfall ranges from 70 to 111 mm/day, as depicted by the 3 datasets 375

(Table 4). Peak 3-hourly precipitation displayed in figure 3 shows that the peak 376

3-hourly rainfall (e.g. above 60 mm) is very localized over a small region centered 377

at roughly 28.5◦S 56◦W, though the area with heavy rainfall extends over a much378

broader region, as depicted by every dataset. A less intense precipitation system379

is also apparent to the southwest of the main peak. The agreement in the spatial380

distribution of rainfall at the time of the maxima among the three datasets is381

apparent.382

Case 3 started during nighttime hours, around 00UTC and 03 UTC on October383

24th 2016 and reached the peak precipitation intensity at 09 UTC on October384

24th, being a more explosive event compared with Cases 1 and 2 (not shown). The385
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Fig. 3 Same as Fig. 2 but for Case 2.

maximum 3-hourly rainfall for this event displayed in Figure 4 depicts a localized386

area with peak intensity centered around 29°S, 59°W and a secondary peak further387

to the west. Additionally, a secondary system developing over the southwestern388

corner of the domain is also apparent. The observations encompass a wide range 389

of rainfall intensities at the time of the maximum peak, but every dataset agrees 390

on the location and spatial extent of the precipitation maximum. This event is 391

characterized by a much more localized system which may represent a challenge in 392

terms of model performance. A relevant feature of this event is that heavy rainfall 393

started at night hours (21hs to 00hs local time) while the other two events started 394

in the afternoon and reached the peak during early morning hours, in agreement 395

with the typical diurnal cycle of extreme rainfall events developing in the region 396

(Rasmussen et al, 2016). 397
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Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 2 but for Case 3.

The discrepancies in the precipitation intensity among datasets for the three 398

extreme events emerge clearly from Table 4 and figures 2, 3 and 4, with CMORPH 399

showing the highest values and MSWEP showing the lowest values. The spread 400

in the precipitation amount among datasets increases with the spatial percentile, 401

revealing the difficulties of the satellite estimates to reproduce extreme precipita- 402

tion. The observational uncertainty associated with extreme rainfall events arises 403

clearly in this analysis. It represents a serious obstacle for assessing model perfor- 404

mance, given that the assessment of model performance will strongly depend on 405

the observational dataset used. 406
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3.2 Simulated precipitation 407

A comparison of the peak 3-hourly accumulated precipitation between the set of 408

CP experiments (Table 3) and observations for each individual event is displayed 409

in Figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 410

For Case 1, Figure 2 shows that all CP simulations broadly capture the event, 411

though there are some differences among the set of model configurations. First, 412

all simulations display the core of the event slightly shifted towards the northwest 413

compared with the observations. The maximum intensity is similarly represented 414

by every CP simulation, but it is difficult to identify the extent to which the sim- 415

ulations are overestimating or underestimating the peak given that the maximum 416

intensity from the set of observations is quite dissimilar. If we compare the two 417

two-step nesting simulations for the D1 domain, the 2.4km resolution ensemble418

CP1-2.4(12) against the 4 km resolution ensemble CP1-4(12), (Fig. 2b and c), the419

differences are quite subtle, suggesting that for this individual event the resolution420

of the CP model does not have a strong impact on the quality of simulated precip-421

itation. Enlarging the domains (D2 vs D1) does not translate into any significant422

impact (Fig. 2c vs e), nor does the horizontal resolution of the driving domain423

(Fig. 2e vs f). The location and spatial extension of the system is sensitive to the424

nesting strategy (Fig. 2e vs h) though only for the larger CP domain (Fig. 2i) the425

system seems to be better reproduced. In this CP ensemble (CP3-4) the system426

extends to the southeast, in a better agreement with the observations, and the427

unrealistic rainfall close to the western boundary that is present in all the other428

CPM configurations, is not simulated.429

For Case 2 (Fig. 3) every simulation captures the core of the peak precipitation430

in terms of both location and intensity, though the spatial extension of the system431

is restricted to a smaller area compared with the observations. No simulation432

reproduces the broader area with intense rainfall extending over the central part433

of the domain. The event develops too close to the eastern boundary in the CP434

domains D1 and D2, suggesting that these domains may be too small for simulating435
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extreme events in SESA that may develop over a broader area extending further436

east. Moreover, the one-step nesting ensemble over domain D3 (Fig. 3i), CP3-4,437

is the only simulation reproducing the secondary maximum rainfall over southern438

Brazil, though it still fails in capturing the overall rainfall spatial distribution.439

As was noted for Case 1, no remarkable differences are found between the 2.4km440

and the 4km resolution CP1 ensembles (Fig. 3b vs c). The peak rainfall seems to441

cover a smaller area for the CP2 ensembles compared with CP1, suggesting that442

enlarging the CP domain towards the west does not have a systematic impact on443

improving the quality of the simulated rainfall. Additionally, the one-step nesting444

over the D2 domain (CP2-4) does not display any important difference compared445

with the two-step nesting simulation (either CP2-4(12) or CP2-4(20)).446

For Case 3 (Figure 4) every CP simulation fails in reproducing the core of the 447

event at the right location, but a center of rainfall above 15 mm located further to 448

the west, at 63◦W, is apparent. Only the one-step nesting CP simulation over the 449

D2 domain, CP2-4 (Figure 4h) reproduces a rainfall center in a better agreement 450

with the observations. As for Cases 1 and 2, no differences can be highlighted 451

between CP simulations at different resolutions. Results are sensitive to the size 452

of the domain (e.g. D1 vs D2) though no improvement in the quality of the CP 453

simulations is apparent in the two-step nesting experiments when a larger domain 454

is used (middle row vs top row). 455

The misrepresentation of the peak precipitation for some of the selected events 456

analyzed may be due to either the CP simulations fail in reproducing the event or 457

they fail in reproducing its temporal evolution. In order to explore the capability of 458

the CP simulations in reproducing the temporal evolution of the systems, Figures 459

5 display the time-series of the spatially averaged 3-hourly accumulated rainfall. 460

Large differences are found among the three different observational datasets, with 461

CMORPH systematically overestimating IMERG and MSWEP datasets. Though 462

there is an overall agreement on the temporal evolution of each event among the 463

three datasets, CMORPH depicts some inconsistencies on the time of the day 464
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of the precipitation peak, compared with IMERG and MSWEP. It is worth to 465

recall that both IMERG and MSWEP are blended with station data, hence, they 466

probably agree better with station data in terms of the timing of the events than 467

CMORPH. All CP simulations adequately capture the onset, the peak and the 468

decay of the three extreme events, with some subtle differences in the intensity 469

of the maximum peak and to a lesser extent in the time of the day when the 470

maximum rainfall is simulated. Overall, no systematic differences among the 6 CP 471

ensembles are apparent. For Case 1, the development of a secondary system after 472

the decay of the main event is apparent from the observations. However, the CP 473

simulations produce a weaker event peaking three hour later. After the decay of 474

the main event in Case 2, there is also a secondary system clearly identified in the475

observations from 00UTC to 18UTC on November 11th 2015. CP simulations can476

capture the evolution of this secondary system but there are large differences in477

terms of the timing of the peak intensity and in the rainfall intensity. Only the two-478

step nesting CPs over the D2 domain adequately captures the temporal evolution479

and the intensity of this event. For Case 3, all CP simulations underestimate the480

rainfall amount all along the lifecycle of the event and fail in capturing the time of481

the maximum peak. However, the evolution of the rainy system developing during 482

the following day is well reproduced. Note that this event has a much smaller 483

spatial scale compared with Cases 1 and 2 and hence, it may be more difficult to 484

be adequately simulated. 485

Overall, the higher the spatial resolution in the CP simulations for domain D1 486

the larger the intensity of the peak rainfall, consistent with the literature (e.g. Li 487

et al, 2019; Fosser et al, 2014). This is due to that higher resolution CP simulation 488

produces more localized cells with larger precipitation intensity (not shown). The 489

spread among members of each CP ensemble is systematically larger when the 490

rainfall intensity is higher. Considering that the CP ensemble members differ in 491

the microphysics schemes, the planetary boundary layer schemes and the treat- 492

ment of the shallow convection, this is expected since the processes involved exert a 493
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Fig. 5 Time-series of the 3-hourly accumulated rainfall averaged over the target area for Case
1 (left column), Case 2 (central column) and Case 3 (right column). The ensemble mean (lines)
and the ensemble spread among members of CP simulations (shaded) are displayed for the
two-step nesting CP simulations at the D1 domain (top), the two-step nesting CP simulations
at the D2 domain (middle) and the two one-step nesting simulations over D2 and D3 (bottom),
respectively.

strong impact on how convection is triggered and on the hydrometeors, and hence, 494

on the rainfall produced. It is also worth highlighting that after the decay of the 495

core extreme event, the spread among members is lower for the one-step nesting496

simulations. This feature is particularly important when considering CP simula-497

tions covering longer periods, since reducing the uncertainty of the simulations is498

a key challenge.499
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Fig. 6 Boxplot of the minimum spatial scale at which each CP ensemble is skillful. The
horizontal axis indicates the CP ensembles, and the vertical axis indicates the minimum spatial
scale. The boxes and whiskers are built from the information derived from the FSS computed
every 3 hours against each of the three observational datasets and for each of the 6 members of
the ensemble. The numbers in the upper part of each boxplot represent the percentage of times
in which the FSS score does not reach a skillful value. The orange and green lines indicate
the 50th percentile and the mean value of the minimum spatial scales, respectively. The boxes
delimit the 25th and 75th percentiles and the whiskers denote the 5th and 95th percentiles.

The evaluation based on the spatial distribution of the peak rainfall and on the500

temporal evolution of the events is limited due to part of the information charac-501

terizing the extreme events may be missing. It is important to assess the capability502

of the CP simulations in capturing the timing, the intensity and the location where503

precipitation occurs. Accordingly, and to provide a more quantitative measure of504

the quality of the set of CP simulations, the FSS score is evaluated. The minimum505

spatial scale at which the FSS reaches a skillful value is obtained along the life506

cycle of each event for each ensemble member, computed against each of the three507

observational datasets. Figure 6 shows a box-plot of the minimum skillful spatial508

scale at which each simulation captures the fractional 3-hourly precipitation for509

each event. The lower the spatial scale, the better the CPM performance.510

As found in the previous analysis, increasing the spatial resolution of the CP511

ensemble does not always imply better model performance. The 2.4 km resolution512

CP1 ensemble does not display systematic smaller skillful spatial scales compared513
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with the 4km resolution CP1 ensemble nor displays systematic reduction of the514

ensemble spread. Moreover, the frequency at which the FSS does not reach a515

minimum skillful spatial scale is higher for the higher resolution CP1 ensemble.516

Hence, increasing the spatial resolution of the CP simulation does not necessarily517

implies better model performance. Accordingly, results for these three single events518

indicate that no added value is found when increasing the horizontal resolution519

from 4km to 2.4km. This is an important outcome given the impact of increasing520

resolution on the computational cost of the simulations. The spatial resolution521

of the driving domain does not impact on the capability of the CP ensemble in 522

capturing the peak of the events. This result arises when comparing the 4km CP 523

ensemble nested in either the 12km or the 20km driving model over the domain 524

D2 (CP2-4(12) vs CP2-4(20)). Again, this outcome has important implications in 525

terms of computational costs. However, when the size of the domain is enlarged 526

(e.g., the 4km CP ensemble over D1 vs the 4km CP ensemble over D2), the CP 527

ensemble displays smaller skillful spatial scales, suggesting that the domain size of 528

the CP simulation does have an impact on the capability of the model in capturing 529

the events. This is particularly evident for Cases 1 and 3. This is an expected result, 530

given that the D2 nested simulations can better capture the triggering mechanisms 531

associated with the topographic forcing compared with the CP ensemble in the 532

D1 domain. Concerning the nesting strategy, the one-step nesting displays a clear 533

improvement compared with the two-step nesting for Cases 2 and 3 in terms of 534

reducing the skillful spatial scales (e.g., comparing the 4km CP ensemble driven by 535

either the 12km or the 20km resolution RCM, referred to as CP2-4(12) and CP2- 536

4(20), vs the 4km CP ensemble driven by the reanalysis, referred to as CP2-4). 537

Enlarging the CP domain in the one-step nesting approach translates in a better 538

model performance, particularly for Case 1. For Cases 2 and 3 the CP3-4 ensemble 539

displays a smaller spread among ensemble members. Furthermore, given that one- 540

step nesting simulations involve only one domain, in terms of computational costs 541

they result cheaper than the two-step nesting approach. In fact, comparing the 542
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computational resources used to perform the CP2-4 (12) simulations against the 543

CP2-4 simulations, the latter was roughly 30% cheaper. 544

3.3 Synoptic forcings 545

As already mentioned earlier, extreme precipitation events in SESA are mostly 546

associated with organized deep moist convection (Rasmussen et al, 2016). Isolated 547

convective cells usually initiate during the afternoon hours on the east side of the 548

Andes and the Sierras de Córdoba hills located over central Argentina. These sys- 549

tems propagate further eastward and develop into organized convective systems 550

in the presence of the South American low-level Jet (SALLJ). The SALLJ is a551

northerly wind that advects warm moist air from the Amazon forest into sub-552

tropical latitudes (Salio et al, 2007). The SALLJ penetration into higher latitudes553

together with a mid-to-upper-level subsidence in the lee side of the Andes, that554

caps the low-level flow inhibiting the convection close to the Andes, represent the555

key ingredients for upscaled convective systems developing over SESA. Further-556

more, the cyclone formation on the lee side of the Andes is another important557

feature of convection initiation, enhancing northerly flow and favoring a strong558

moisture flux convergence that fuels long-lived MSCs over SESA (Rasmussen and559

Houze, 2016; Salio et al, 2007). Hence, the evolution of MCSs in SESA is highly560

influenced by the SALLJ and by the low-level circulation pattern. Therefore, we561

focus on evaluating how the main synoptic forcing mechanisms described above are 562

captured by the set of CP ensembles. Due to the CP ensembles being short-term 563

simulations lasting for 72-hours, it is not expected that the mid and upper-level 564

circulation features diverge from the driving reanalysis, hence, the analysis is fo- 565

cused on the low-level circulation features at 850hPa. As shown in Solman et al 566

(2021), the location of the exit region of the low-level jet and of the moisture flux 567

convergence largely determines the area where the maximum precipitation occurs 568

during the subsequent hours. Hence, Figures 7, 8 and 9 display the 850hPa cir- 569

culation together with the vertically integrated moisture flux 6 hours before the 570
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Fig. 7 Vertically integrated moisture flux (vectors), 850hPa geopotential height (black con-
tours) and intensity of the meridional component of the wind at 850hPa (shaded) 6 hours
before the peak precipitation occurs for Case 1. Purple lines display the 20mm contour of the
maximum 6-hourly accumulated precipitation. The two top left panels are from ERA-Interim
and ERA5, respectively. The rest of the panels display the ensemble mean for each of the 6
CP ensembles.

maximum rainfall rate occurs for Cases 1, 2 and 3, respectively, as depicted by 571

the reanalysis and the CP ensemble simulations. It is interesting to highlight that 572

for the three events, the ERA5 reanalysis depict important differences compared 573

with the ERA-Interim dataset in terms of the intensity and southward penetra- 574

tion of the low-level jet and in the spatial configuration of the moisture flux. These575

differences may be associated with the spatial resolution of the two reanalyses576

For Case 1 (Fig. 7), the ERA5 reanalysis shows a strong southward meridional577

flow with intensities above 15 m/s, which provides the moist and warm conditions578

over the target region. The moisture flux penetrates southward with the area of579

maximum convergence located over the area where the maximum rainfall core is580

observed (Fig. 2), roughly around 31°S 61.5°W. As indicated above, the ERA-581
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7 but for Case 2.

Interim reanalysis shows a slightly less intense meridional wind and moisture flux.582

The CP ensembles agree better with the ERA5 rather than with the ERA-Interim583

reanalysis, even though these are driven by the latter. This suggests that the584

horizontal resolution may have a role in how the low-level flow is represented,585

mostly when the flow configuration is modulated by the topography, as occurs here. 586

For every CP ensemble, the exit region of the low-level jet is collocated with the 587

core of the rainfall event, in agreement with Lav́ın Gullón et al (2021) and Solman 588

et al (2021). Inspection of the same fields in the driving domains (with coarser 589

resolution and parameterized convection) reveals that the moisture penetration 590

was underestimated, resulting in precipitation patterns located further north with 591

respect to the CP simulations and the observations (not shown). The two CP 592

ensembles for the D1 domain, CP1-2.4(12) and CP1-4(12), display quite similar 593

results. This is expected given that the CP domain extends over a 12°x 13° (lon-lat) 594
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Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 7 but for Case 3. The maximum precipitation for this event occurs at
a time not available for ERA-Interim, hence, the synoptic drivers correspond to 3 hours later
than the rest of the panels.

region mostly over a flat area, being the western boundary too close to the Sierras 595

de Córdoba, hence, the topography either at 2.4km or 4km resolution, is not able 596

to modulate the flow within the CP domain. Enlarging the CP domain towards the 597

west (the D2 domain), where the main topographic systems that exert an impact 598

on the initiation of convection are included, does not display any strong impact 599

on the simulated circulation either. Similarly, the two two-step nesting simulations 600

for the D2 domain, CP2-4(12) and CP2-4(20), are very similar, independently of 601

the resolution of the driving domain. The one-step nesting CP ensembles in any 602

of the two domains, CP2-4 and CP3-4, display a better agreement with the ERA5 603

reanalysis in terms of the southward penetration of the low level jet and in the 604

location of its exit region, being the CP ensemble over the D3 domain (CP3-4) the 605

one that better captures the moisture flux convergence, the location of the cyclonic 606
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circulation close to the western boundary and the location of the exit region of the 607

low level jet. This is consistent with the better agreement with the observations 608

of the CP3-4 ensemble in terms of the location of the core of the rainfall event 609

mentioned previously. 610

For Case 2 (Figure 8) both, the ERA5 and the ERA-Interim reanalysis dis- 611

play the exit region of the low-level jet and the convergence of the moisture flux 612

over the region where the maximum rainfall is observed (see Fig. 3), with ERA5 613

depicting more intense meridional wind and moisture flux and the presence of a 614

cyclonic circulation to the west of the rainfall maximum, which is not apparent615

in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. This circulation is important due to it enhances616

the northwesterly flow and modulates the moisture flux convergence. Every CP617

ensemble captures this cyclonic circulation though shifted to the southeast com-618

pared with ERA5, affecting where the convergence of the moisture flux occurs and619

hence where the maximum precipitation is simulated. For all CP ensembles the620

moisture flux is deflected eastwards and the area of moisture flux convergence is621

located further to the north compared with ERA5, consistent with the location of622

the rainfall core. Note also that for domains D1 and D2 the system develops too623

close to the northern boundary, suggesting again, that these domains may be too624

small to capture systems developing within SESA. All CP ensemble simulations625

depict very similar circulation patterns, which explains their agreement in the rep-626

resentation of the extreme rainfall event. The performance of the CP simulations627

in capturing this event seems to be strongly conditioned by the quality of the628

driving reanalysis.629

For Case 3 (Figure 9) differences between the two reanalyses in terms of both630

the intensity of the low-level jet and the moisture flux field are remarkable. The631

location of the core rainfall event (Fig. 4) agrees better with the exit region of the632

low-level jet and with the region where moisture flux converges in the ERA5 rather633

than the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Moreover, all CP ensemble simulations agree634

better with the ERA5 than with the ERA-Interim. For CP ensembles over D1, the635
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area of maximum northerly wind and the area where moisture flux converges is636

shifted to the west compared with the ERA5 reanalysis. The misrepresentation of637

these key circulation features may explain the misrepresentation of the area where638

the rainfall core is simulated. Additionally, no added value is apparent when the639

CP simulation is performed at higher resolution. Enlarging the domain of the CP640

simulations (CP1-4 (12) vs CP2-4(12)) impacts on the simulated circulation, as641

can be seen in the spatial distribution of the intensity of the meridional component642

of the wind and in the moisture flux. However, the convergence of the moisture643

flux is also shifted to the west compared with ERA5, which may explain why the 644

rainfall event is also shifted westwards compared with the observations. As noted 645

previously when evaluating the simulated precipitation patterns, the differences 646

between the two two-step nesting CP ensembles for domain D2 are negligible, sug- 647

gesting that the spatial resolution of the driving domain does not exert a strong 648

influence on the CP simulation. The one-step nesting CP ensemble for the D2 649

domain (CP2-4) arises as the simulation that best captures the circulation com- 650

pared with ERA5. Note that this simulation arose also as the one with the best 651

performance in reproducing the location of the extreme rainfall event (Fig. 4). 652

However, the pattern of the moisture flux over the target domain in the CP3-4 653

ensemble agrees better with the pattern depicted by ERA5 than any other CP 654

ensemble. This may be related with the extension of the CP3-4 domain, which 655

allows representing better the inflow over the northern part of the domain, given 656

that the northern boundary is located at 15°S and hence, it captures the interac- 657

tion between the northerly flow and the topography over Bolivia and northwestern 658

Argentina, which deflects the low-level jet towards SESA. 659

Overall, it is apparent that every CP ensemble simulates the core of the rainfall 660

event at the exit region of the low-level jet, where the moisture flux converges. This 661

behavior suggests that, if the CP simulation is able to capture the synoptic scale 662

forcings that provide the environmental conditions for deep moist convection to 663

develop, they are also able to capture the rainfall event. The CP simulations over 664
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the D2 and the D3 domains, either the two-step nesting or the one-step nesting 665

CP ensembles, arise as those with better performance in terms of simulating both 666

the synoptic-scale forcings and the extreme precipitation events, compared with 667

the smaller CP domain (D1). 668

Concerning the nesting strategy, it is important to recall that multiple nestings 669

may deteriorate the quality of the CP simulations due to errors inherited from one 670

driving domain to another (Brisson et al, 2015), besides of being computation- 671

ally more expensive. On the other hand, the resolution jump between the model 672

providing the LBCs and the driven CPM, which is close to 18 for the CP2-4 and673

CP3-4 simulations, determines the spin-up distance within the nested domain, i.e.,674

the extension of the area close to the lateral boundaries that should be discarded.675

As discussed by Matte and Lucas-Picher (2017), the spatial spin-up depends on676

the spatial resolution of the LBC. These authors suggested that the larger the677

resolution jump the larger the number of grid points that should be discarded678

from the analysis in the nested domain. Hence, considering the tradeoffs between679

the one-step versus the two-steps nestings, and in order to objectively assess the680

convenience of one strategy over the other, the RMSE of the geopotential height at681

850hPa computed against the reanalysis has been evaluated for the CP ensembles682

along the length of the simulated period for each case. The RMSE has been com-683

puted within the common CP2 domain considering the DR2-12, CP2-4(12), CP2-4684

and CP3-4 ensembles against both ERA-Interim and ERA5. A region extending685

2.25◦ away from the boundary of the CP2 domain has been discarded to account686

for the spatial spin-up. Each simulation has been interpolated to the grid of the687

reanalysis to which it is being compared (0.25◦x0.25◦ for ERA5 and 0.75◦x0.75◦688

for ERAI). Similar results were obtained for ERA-Interim, with slightly higher 689

values of RMSE, so Figure 10 displays the RMSE against ERA5 after discarding 690

the temporal spin-up time (6 hours). All CP simulations displays smaller errors 691

compared with the DR2 ensemble simulation, indicating the added value of the 692

CP simulations. However, the one-step nesting simulations depicts smaller RMSEs 693
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Fig. 10 Temporal evolution of the RMSE (m) computed for the 850hPa geopotential height
against the ERA5 reanalysis for Cases 1, 2 and 3 (left, central and right columns, respectively).
Vertical dashed lines denote the time of the maximum rainfall. Blue for DR2-20, orange for
CP2-4(20), green for CP2-4 and red for CP3-4.

compared with the two-step nesting CP simulation for Case 1. Case2 shows similar 694

RMSE for both the one-step and two-step nesting simulations, while Case3 shows 695

bigger errors at the time of the maximum precipitation for the one-step nesting 696

simulations. Nevertheless, during the late stages of the events, the RMSE of the 697

one-step nesting simulations tend to decrease, while the opposite occur for the 698

two-step nested simulation, reaching values similar to those of the driving simu- 699

lation. This behavior may have important consequences for longer, climatic scale 700

CP simulations. This result shows that the one-step nesting CP simulations do not 701

deteriorate the quality of the simulated fields compared with the two-step nesting, 702

independently of the size of the CP domain. Regarding the one-step nested simu- 703

lations, the CP3-4 ensemble displays values of RMSEs similar to the CP2-4. There 704

is no evidence of systematic improvement for one against the other regarding these 705

three events. Recall that the larger the domain size (in this case CP3 vs CP2), 706

the larger the freedom of the CP simulation in developing a circulation that may 707

differ from the circulation provided at the lateral boundaries of the domain by the 708

reanalysis so the RMSE suggests that a bigger CP domain did not prejudice the 709

quality of the simulated circulation. 710
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4 Summary and conclusions 711

This study explores a variety of modeling strategies for performing convection- 712

permitting simulations over Southeastern South America. The aim of the study is 713

to identify the most suitable model configuration for reproducing the evolution of 714

extreme rainfall events and their triggering mechanisms at a feasible computational 715

cost. For that purpose, a set of 6 experiments focused on exploring the choice of the 716

nesting strategy, the spatial resolution and the domain size were performed based 717

on short-term simulations lasting 72 hours using the WRF 3.9.1 model for three718

extreme precipitation events. For each of the selected cases, a 6-member physics719

ensemble was built in order to account for model uncertainty. All simulations were720

driven by the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset.721

The evaluation of the set of experiments is focused on the temporal evolution722

and spatial distribution of rainfall against a set of satellite-based precipitation ob-723

servations. Including a set of observations allows acknowledging the observational724

uncertainty which is particularly large for extreme events in the target region.725

Additionally, given the strong control of the synoptic circulation during the early726

stages of the development of the events, the synoptic forcings were also evaluated727

against two different reanalyses: ERA-Interim and ERA5. The analysis based on728

individual events contributes to better understanding the mechanisms that may729

explain model deficiencies.730

Several research questions drove this study. The question concerning the need731

of improving the resolution of the convection-permitting simulations was addressed732

by comparing the two-step nesting CP ensemble at 2.4km resolution against a 4km733

resolution for a CP domain spanning an area of 13◦x12◦ (lon-lat). No significant734

differences were found between these two sets of experiments in terms of their735

capability in reproducing the main features of the extreme events together with736

the structure of the meridional flow at 850hPa, the moisture flux convergence and737

the low-level circulation patterns. Additionally, the two-step nesting 2.4km resolu-738

tion CP ensemble required 3,5 times the computational resources of the two-step739
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nesting 4km resolution one over the same CP domain. Hence, considering the bal-740

ance between the computational cost and the quality of this pair of simulations,741

it is concluded that CP simulations operating at 4km resolution could be consid-742

ered as a reasonable resolution choice as no additional added value is apparent743

at higher resolution. To explore whether the resolution of the driving domain in744

a two-step nesting approach matters, two sets of experiments were compared in745

which the resolution of the driving domain was 12 km and 20 km, respectively.746

It was found that increasing the resolution of the driver domain introduces only 747

subtle differences in the performance of the CP ensembles, shown in terms of the 748

smaller minimum spatial skillful scales found for the CP2-4(12) compared with 749

the CP2-4(20) ensembles. This may be due to the fact that no relevant differences 750

arise when the horizontal resolution of the driving domain increases from 20 to 751

12km. A significant improvement in the quality of the CP ensemble was found 752

when enlarging the CP domain size from the 13◦x12◦ (lon-lat) to the 25◦x16◦, re- 753

ferred to as CP1-4(12) and CP2-4(12), respectively. The major difference between 754

these two domains is the position of the western boundary, which is located over 755

the eastern Pacific Ocean, i.e. shifted to the west in the CP2 domain compared 756

with the CP1 domain. This improvement is apparent in the simulated precipi- 757

tation and in the synoptic circulation triggering the extreme events. This result 758

was expected given the relevant role of the Andes and the Sierras de Cordoba 759

topographic features in the initiation of convection, given the environmental fa- 760

vorable conditions that fuels the subsequent eastern progression and upscale of 761

the systems. Hence, it is recommended that convection-permitting simulation for 762

SESA should be performed over a domain that extends westwards at least over the 763

eastern Pacific Ocean to include the topographic forcing which triggers convection 764

and modulates the synoptic scale circulation. 765

Concerning the nesting strategy, a two-step nesting approach was compared 766

with a one-step nesting approach in which the CP simulations were driven di- 767

rectly by the reanalysis. Additionally, the one-step nesting was implemented for 768
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two domain sizes, extending over a 25◦x16◦ lon-lat box and over a larger area 769

(29◦x21◦). In the latter, the northern boundary is shifted further to the north 770

with the aim of including the area where the low-level jet reaches its maximum 771

intensity within the CP domain. Note also that this larger domain is also enlarged 772

towards the east, to better capture the incoming flow from the northeastern and 773

from the Atlantic Ocean which increases the moisture flux towards SESA. The 774

one-step nesting simulations, for both the CP2 and CP3 domains, showed major 775

differences against the rest of the CP simulations in terms of the minimum skillful776

spatial scales, suggesting that these simulations outperform in the representation777

of localized heavy rainfall all along the temporal evolution of the events. Addi-778

tionally, these simulations reproduced the synoptic forcings associated with the779

events similarly compared with the two-nesting simulation over the 25◦x16◦ do-780

main. It was also noted that the spread among ensemble members turned out to781

be slightly smaller for the one-nesting approach compared with the two-nesting782

approach, as expected, particularly evident after the decay of the extreme event.783

This occurs also for the larger CP domain. This feature is particularly important784

when considering CP simulations covering longer periods.785

Focusing specifically on the one-step nesting approach, it is found that enlarg-786

ing the CP domain has some benefits and some drawbacks. The larger CP domain787

allows the synoptic drivers of the extreme events being better reproduced, given788

the importance of the topography in modulating the low-level circulation. On the789

other hand, the computational cost of the simulations also increases, and this may790

limit the technical capability for performing longer term climatic simulations. It791

is worth highlighting that the computational cost of the one-step nesting CP2-4792

ensemble resulted 30% less expensive compared with the two-step nesting CP2-793

4(12). Additionally, the one-step nesting CP3-4 ensemble yielded a computational794

cost similar to that of two-step nesting CP2-4(12) ensemble, but with a consider-795

ably larger CP domain. Moreover, it is demonstrated that for the three individual796

events evaluated in this work, the one-step nesting CP simulations do not dete-797
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riorate the quality of the simulated fields compared with the two-step nesting,798

independently of the size of the CP domain. This behavior may have important799

consequences for longer, climatic scale CP simulations. A major drawback in the800

one-step nesting approach is the resolution jump between the model providing the801

LBC and the CPM. Brisson et al (2015) suggested that the larger the resolution802

jump the larger the area close to the boundaries that should be discarded due803

to the spatial spin-up. Moreover, given that multiple nestings increases the biases 804

that are transferred from one domain to another, the one-step nesting approach 805

may prevent this major shortcoming. 806

Given the multiple evidence of the advantages and limitations of the various CP 807

configurations discussed in this study, we consider the one-step nesting approach 808

operating at 4 km over the D3 domain as the recommended CPM configuration 809

for SESA. We are aware, however, that the simulations evaluated here last 72- 810

hours and hence are strongly controlled by the initial conditions. Though the 811

behavior of longer-term simulations covering various months or years cannot be 812

directly extrapolated from this exercise, the results described in this work can be 813

considered as a guidance for planning long-term climatic simulations over SESA 814

with CPM ensembles. 815
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